LEGALLY UNHAPPY: HOW US NEWS AND LAW SCHOOLS HAVE FAILED AND HOW THIS CAN BE FIXED

Part #1: The Problem

Law school. These two words were once regarded as the golden ticket for a better life.1 Starting salaries for first year associates in 2019 at some firms eclipsed $190,000 per year.2 But career satisfaction has been lost among recent law school graduates. In a 2008 poll surveying recent law school graduates, only 45.6% of respondents say they were satisfied with their legal careers.3

Unhappiness among recent law school graduates has been getting progressively worse. Between 1976 – 79, 83% of law school graduates who had completed their degree within the previous 5 years were satisfied with their career as an attorney.4 Between 1997 – 98, 67% of law schools graduates who were in practice less than 10 years said they were satisfied with their career as an attorney.5 Lawyers are the least satisfied with their careers when compared to clergy, teachers, and doctors.6 Some argue that this lack of career satisfaction is attributable to soaring debt. The overall average debt a law school graduate undertook was just over $112,000 in 2016.7 This causes many students to abandon their original goals and seek employment with large, well-
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5 Organ, Satisfaction, supra note 3, at 244.
paying corporate firms where they have little desire to practice.\textsuperscript{8} Compare this to life in 1980, when the average tuition for a resident law student at a private institution was only $3,890 per year.\textsuperscript{9}

But lower career satisfaction goes beyond money. Of the 10 law schools from which students graduated with the most debt in 2011,\textsuperscript{10} only one was considered a T-14 institution.\textsuperscript{11} Half were considered tier-4 schools.\textsuperscript{12} This means that students who are the least likely to obtain $190,000 starting salaries are the ones taking on the most debt.\textsuperscript{13} Common sense would suggest that these tier-4 graduates should be the most unsatisfied with their legal careers. These ‘unranked’ students are taking on significant debt and cannot find jobs that are paying enough to service their debt. But this assumption does not align with the numbers. 43\% of tier-4 graduates consider themselves to be “very satisfied” with their legal careers as opposed to only 27\% of T-14 graduates.\textsuperscript{14}

Perhaps the lower level of happiness among T-14 graduates is a result of the legal work they are doing. Research has shown that a lawyer’s lack of ability to contribute to the public good is the most disappointing aspect of their practice of law.\textsuperscript{15} BigLaw attorneys are considered to be the least satisfied with their legal careers when compared to those who practice in the public sector, small firms, or as solo practitioners.\textsuperscript{16} A lawyer’s level of income also correlates least with higher
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reported levels of career satisfaction when compared to creativity, autonomy, or the degree to which the lawyer sees their work contributing to the betterment of society.\textsuperscript{17} Starting salaries for these positions are unlike BigLaw in that they barely eclipse $50,000 per year.\textsuperscript{18}

One could argue that this is an unavoidable process. Tier-4 graduates are forced to take lower paying positions because only the top 5\% of students from these schools can obtain BigLaw jobs.\textsuperscript{19} This contrasts with the 68\% of students from T-14 law schools who head to BigLaw after graduation.\textsuperscript{20} But tier-4 graduates are more satisfied with their careers than T-14 graduates. It is natural to infer that lower ranked students are happier because BigLaw is not available to them.

There are two things that need to be done to make lawyers happy again. The first is to change the current structure of the \textit{US News} rankings.\textsuperscript{21} Several factors which \textit{US News} considers can be modified to improve the quality of legal education. The second solution involves law schools relying on adjunct faculty to teach students rather than highly paid full-time professors. The logic is simple: (1) recent law school graduates are unhappy in BigLaw; (2) these graduates went to BigLaw because they have large debt from expensive law schools; (3) law school is expensive because the costs of highly paid full-time professors; and (4) relying on adjuncts would reduce tuition, debt, and the gravitation to BigLaw, while at the same time providing a better
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\textsuperscript{21} A third option would be to eliminate the \textit{US News}. This option is nearly impossible because another form of rank would take over. I interviewed a former Dean from a top ranked law school that requested anonymity. This former Dean states that while the \textit{US News} has its flaws, elimination would be impossible because “\textit{If US News} didn’t do it, somebody else would.” The Dean states “I wish we didn’t have the \textit{US News}, but we need it.” The Dean states that the greatest “need” for the \textit{US News} is that it “assists law firms in hiring the best graduates.” The message in this paper is to take advantage of this system and structure the \textit{US News} in such a way that truly meaningful factors are considered. Schools will then be forced to compete for the top spot over things that matter, like career satisfaction.
education. To ensure that law schools are relying on adjunct instructors, a fifth factor can be added to the *US News* rankings called “lowest tuition.” The effectiveness of this revamped *US News* algorithm should then be graded via evaluation by law school students, graduates, professors, and deans on a yearly basis.
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**Part #2: *US News* Law School Rankings**

**A. Law School Deans Manipulate the Process**

Law schools have placed too much emphasis on the *US News & World Report* rankings [Hereinafter *US News*]. The dean of a law school will often receive a raise if their school elevates in the rankings. That same dean may get “pushed out” if the law school slips in the rankings. Law school deans resigned at 4 schools that suffered large *US News* declines in 2005 – 06, giving rise to the suspicion that their institution’s drop in the rankings played a role in their exit.

Deans from top-tier law schools are not immune from pressure to maintain or elevate in the *US News* rankings. Former Stanford Dean Larry Kramer states, “[y]ou distort your policies to preserve your ranking.” Professor Kramer admits to performing controversial practices despite the fact that Stanford has remained within the top 4 of the T-14 since *US News* began formulating...
rankings in 1987. Professor Kramer states that he would “massage numbers that were open for interpretation.”

Professor Kramer states that he would count half-time professors, two-thirds-time professors, and professors on sabbatical leave as being members of the full-time faculty. This had a positive impact on Stanford’s rank because US News considers student-to-faculty ratio in the algorithm. Professor Kramer states that he did not change anything pedagogically.

Mid-tier law school deans additionally feel the pressure to elevate in the US News rankings. An example is former Rutgers Law School Dean Roger Dennis. Professor Dennis advises that he would enroll a smaller first-year class with high undergraduate GPA / LSAT scores and he would accept a high number of second-year transfer students with lower GPA / LSAT scores to compensate for the smaller first-year class. Only the first-year students’ GPA / LSAT scores are reported to US News. The end result was that the same number of students were graduating from Rutgers but the law school was able to elevate in the rank because the transfer students’ GPA / LSAT scores were not considered. Professor Robert Reinstein states that he could have engaged in the same practice while dean at the Temple University James E. Beasley School of Law and “put Widener out of business.” But Professor Reinstein advises that he never compromised
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Beasley for the sake of rank.\textsuperscript{37} Professor Reinstein states that having a less academically able second and third year class is a disservice to the students and potential employers.\textsuperscript{38}

Falsifying data due to an obsession with elevating in the \textit{US News} can have disastrous effects upon a law school. Consider Villanova Law School in 2011. Reports emerged that administrators from Villanova inflated GPA and LSAT results for four years in order to elevate in \textit{US News}.\textsuperscript{39} Villanova fell from \#67 to \#84 on the rankings once the information was accurately updated.\textsuperscript{40} The falsification of data resulted in either the termination or resignation of the Dean, Associate Dean, Assistant Dean, and Admissions Director.\textsuperscript{41}

But ironically and disturbingly, law school deans admit that the current structure of the \textit{US News} is flawed. 150 law school deans grouped together in 1997 and signed a joint letter condemning the \textit{US News} rankings.\textsuperscript{42} This criticism comes from all ends of the ranking spectrum. From the bottom, Dean Andrew Klein of the Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law states, “I don’t think that \textit{US News} does a very good job of measuring the quality of an institution’s education.”\textsuperscript{43} Yet Klein states in the same breath, “[w]e [would be] doing a disservice to our law school by not participating.”\textsuperscript{44}
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Dean Klein states that he thinks *US News* has “no positive influence over legal education” because it forces schools to focus on factors that are not relevant to the practice of law.\(^\text{45}\) Dean Kline uses expenditures per student as an example.\(^\text{46}\) Dean Klein advises that expenditures per student causes law schools to raise tuition and spend more money.\(^\text{47}\) But *US News* makes no effort to evaluate how the money being spent is influencing the quality of education.\(^\text{48}\) A quantity over quality approach is thus created by *US News*.\(^\text{49}\)

Deans from mid-tier law schools share the same perspective. Professor Reinstein states that one dean from a mid-tier school created jobs at that school requiring a juris doctorate degree.\(^\text{50}\) The jobs were low paying and truly did not require a juris doctorate degree to perform.\(^\text{51}\) But the jobs allowed that law school to rise in the *US News* rankings since more graduates were obtaining J.D. required employment, which is a *US News* metric.\(^\text{52}\) *US News* addressed this issue beginning in 2018 by giving less weight to jobs obtained by graduates that are funded through a law school.\(^\text{53}\) Professor Reinstein states that because teaching quality has no influence over *US News* rank, law schools have limited motivation for professors to give high quality education to students.\(^\text{54}\)

Deans from top-tier law schools are also aware of the flawed structure of *US News*. A recent former dean at a top-tier law school advises that they “never did anything pedagogically
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different” for the sake of rank, but they also knew that “there would be consequences” if the school dropped fifteen positions in *US News*. The dean did not define those consequences. The dean states that *US News* heavily influenced their decision regarding financial aid. If the dean’s law school declined as little as two positions in the *US News* rank, the school would be forced to offer greater scholarships to higher GPA / LSAT performing students (another *US News* metric) in order to have them attend the institution. This created a negative effect because now the school did not have as much money to spend on students, which is another factor in the *US News* methodology. But this does directly affect pedagogy, contrary to what the dean states. It is natural to infer that if a school is now spending less money on the quality of education, the education will suffer.

**B. Robert Morse, Chief Data Strategist at US News**

*US News* Chief Data Strategist Robert Morse has worked full-time at *US News* since 1976 and has “developed almost all of the current methodologies” that are used in the law school ranking algorithm since the 1987 inception. Telephone calls, voice messages, and e-mails were initially unsuccessful in reaching Morse.

Public relations employees at *US News* were subsequently contacted. A response was finally obtained from Morse through *US News* Communications & Public Relations Coordinator Madeline Smanik. Smanik allowed questions to be sent to her regarding the *US News* rank, at which point she agreed to forward those questions to Morse. Morse then sent Smanik his answers.
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and Smanik forwarded Morse’s answers. Smanik was not sent a question regarding the law school deans’ admissions of rank manipulation. Morse needed to be asked this question personally. Smanik was asked other questions and those answers are detailed throughout this paper.

Contact with Morse was finally made via telephone. Morse states “I know who you are because I got your e-mail.” Morse was told about the interviews conducted with 16 current and former law school deans. Morse states “I cannot believe that they spoke to you.” Morse was then informed that several law school deans admitted to manipulating their US News rank. When asked if UN News would consider changing the ranking algorithm if they knew that deans were being manipulative, Morse responded with the following:

I knew that I shouldn’t have talked to you. I am not even sure what to say. There’s a chance what you’re saying is true. There’s a chance you really did reach out to these deans. There’s a chance these deans really spoke to you. But there’s a chance that none of this is true and you’re just a voice on a telephone.

Morse then hung-up the telephone.

C. Students

US News’s failure to address law school deans’ manipulation of rank is hurting students. The rankings serve as “gospel” for those considering which law school to attend. 51% of students who entered law school in 2017 were considered by Kaplan Bar Review to place “too much weight” upon US News when making their matriculation decisions. The effect is that students
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decline significant scholarships from lower ranked schools and take on huge debt. This has helped cause law students to collectively borrow over $3.7 billion to fund their legal education.\textsuperscript{72} Lower ranked schools offer greater scholarships to better qualified students. For example, Villanova University Charles Widger School of Law recently announced an initiative to add 50 full-tuition scholarships for 3 years.\textsuperscript{73} But the schools have an ulterior motive, because enrolling better scoring students increases the law school’s \textit{US News} rank.

\textit{US News} also influences students currently enrolled in law school. Law students care about their school’s position in \textit{US News} because they believe that rank affects employment.\textsuperscript{74} Students agree that they could not ignore \textit{US News} rank due to employment.\textsuperscript{75} Third year students at American University Washington College of Law started a petition to remove Dean Claudio Grossman following the school’s drop from 45\textsuperscript{th} in the rankings in 2011 to 56\textsuperscript{th} in 2014.\textsuperscript{76} The petition alleged that Dean Grossman “refused to take necessary measures to maintain not only our position within the rankings, but also our prestige amongst the nation’s law schools, firms, and other employers.”\textsuperscript{77} Over 100 students signed the petition.\textsuperscript{78} One student who signed the petition stated, “[t]his school has dropped over 10 spots since I enrolled 3 years ago. Call me a rankings whore or whatever you want, the truth is that rankings DO matter when looking for employment.”\textsuperscript{79}


\textsuperscript{75} Interview with Aaron McKenney, graduate of the Univ. of Pa. Carey Law School, in Phila. Pa. (Feb. 27, 2019).
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Current law students also care about *US News* because they associate the competence of their classmates with rank. A former dean advises that students will trust the opinions given by their brethren to a greater degree when they know the student is attending a tier-two school as opposed to a tier-three school. A consequence is that law students will grow frustrated if their school drops a tier. At the University of Houston Law Center in 2006, Dean Nancy Rapoport was ordered to attend a faculty meeting to discuss the law school’s 20 position drop in *US News*. Multiple law students appeared at the meeting to criticize her for the decline in rank. Rapoport resigned a week later, tying her resignation to the meeting.

Students feel that *US News* is a flawed system. But these students still consider the ranking when choosing a law school. When Penn Law student Aaron McKenney was asked about the *US News* rank, he responded by stating, “what, how it is BS?” Still, McKenney states that he only considering applying to the T-14 law schools to give himself the best opportunity to find a job after graduating. In fact, McKenney states that he applied solely to Penn Law because it was the only top ranked school in the Philadelphia area.

It is not fair that law students are limiting themselves to a ranking system that is being manipulated by some deans. Madeline Smanik was asked to send a question to Robert Morse...
regarding whether *US News* has considered the negative influence rank has on the matriculation decisions of students. Smanik provided the below answer on behalf of Morse:

“We have always recommended that students and families use the rankings to create an initial list of schools to consider, narrow down that list and use the data to compare overall academic quality. Done right, the rankings are a useful source of information for students. The rankings shouldn’t be used as the sole basis to go to one school versus another.”

**D. What Currently Composes the *US News* Rankings?**

The *US News* rankings are based upon 4 categories: quality assessment / peer review (40%), selectivity (25%), placement success (20%), and faculty resources (15%). These four categories are based on what “many law school deans and legal educators” consider to be the most important elements in assessing the quality of a school.

**i. Quality Assessment / Peer Review (40%)**

The quality assessment / peer review category consists of law school deans, practicing lawyers, and judges providing survey answers regarding their perceptions of the best law schools. Some law school deans do not support the 40% devoted to quality assessment / peer review. One such dean is Rudolph C. Hasl from Whittier Law School. Dean Hasl is the longest serving cumulative law school dean in the United States at 34 years and previously served as the chair of the ABA’s Accreditation Committee. Dean Hasl advises that it is “ridiculous” for the opinions of
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law school deans to comprise such a large percentage of the *US News* rank because “most deans have no clue what the rankings are even composed of.”

Former Beasley Law School Dean Robert Reinstein states that devoting 40% of a law school’s rank towards perception is problematic. Professor Reinstein recalls a survey that was issued to entering law students in the 1990s that asked the students to rank what they perceived as the top law schools. The fictitious ‘Princeton University Law School’ was added to the survey. The students ranked Princeton University as the 4th best law school in the United States. But another dean argued that the opinions of practicing lawyers should comprise *more* than 40% of the *US News* rank at the expense of selectivity. This dean stated that GPA and LSAT scores should be reduced because “you don’t assess a product in the assembly plant.” Perhaps this reflects the limited value that both metrics currently have.

**ii. Selectivity (25%)**

Selectivity makes up 25% of a law school’s rank. Selectivity has two primary components: undergraduate school GPA and LSAT score. Selectivity presents an issue with the *US News* rank because it interferes negatively with law school diversity. Professor Reinstein states that he observed other deans “game the system” by admitting students with adequate scores who were racially diverse but lacked strong characteristics which made them a distinct addition to
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the school.\textsuperscript{107} Professor Reinstein advises that truly diverse applicants who possess unique backgrounds, but with lower GPA and LSAT scores, are denied admission because the institutions will decrease in rank if admitted.\textsuperscript{108} Professor Reinstein states that the law school will then claim to be diverse but “entirely misses the meaning of true diversity”\textsuperscript{109} which the United States Supreme Court discussed in \textit{Bakke}.\textsuperscript{110} The immortality behind truly diverse applicants being denied admission never gets addressed because attacking race makes the issue so controversial.\textsuperscript{111}

University of California – Hastings College of Law Dean David Faigman criticizes selectivity.\textsuperscript{112} Dean Faigman states that the admissions committee will often “ignore” students with unique life experiences because they were 2 points too low on the LSAT.\textsuperscript{113} Dean Faigman also states that selectivity fails to consider the difficulty of an undergraduate major.\textsuperscript{114} An applicant that graduated from an intense physics program with a 3.5 GPA is viewed as being secondary to an applicant who graduated with a 3.8 GPA from an easy discipline.\textsuperscript{115} Former University of Chicago Law School Dean Richard Badger agrees.\textsuperscript{116} Badger served as Dean from 1972 – 99 and states that after \textit{US News} developed, “more emphasis was placed on GPA and LSAT.”\textsuperscript{117} Badger did not comment on whether this change led to a “better” student body.\textsuperscript{118}
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The US News rankings game has also resulted in the reduction of need-based law school scholarships. Over 38,000 of the 145,000 law school students, more than one in four, were on merit-based scholarships in 2009. Only 18,000 law school students were on need-based scholarships during the same year. As recently as 2011, only seven of the 160 plus ABA accredited law schools limited their financial aid packages to students based solely on need. Law schools are purchasing higher LSAT and GPA scores to increase their position in the US News rankings.

The author’s alma mater, the University of Pennsylvania Law School, engages in these manipulative practices. The law school invites admitees with GPA and LSAT metrics above their mean to compete for a full scholarship. An essay on why the student would like to attend Penn is required. The winning students are then required to withdraw their applications to other law schools in order to claim their prize. That’s in part how Penn seeks to increase their metrics and rise in the rankings.

The net effect is that poorer law students suffer. Students with higher LSAT and GPA figures tend to have a higher socioeconomic status. Students from socially disadvantaged backgrounds therefore lose out on scholarship opportunities and are forced to pay full tuition, financed through student loans, subsidizing their richer classmates. A “classic regressive tax” is
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subsequently created. These poorer students are penalized a second time at graduation because subsidized richer students tend to finish at the top of their class and get better paying jobs while the poorer students find it more difficult to find employment which pays for their higher student loans. The current structure of the *US News* has created a vicious cycle in which the rich get richer and the poor are shielded from opportunities that lead to social elevation.

Some law school deans try to ensure that they not allow GPA and LSAT scores to overinfluence their admissions decisions. 2nd Circuit Senior Judge Guido Calabresi, who served as Dean of Yale Law School from 1985 – 94, states that before *US News* began, students applied to Yale because “the school offered something special.” After *US News* began, Judge Calabresi advises that he saw an increase of applicants with perfect 180 LSAT scores “who only wanted to attend Yale because the school was number one.” *US News* caused students to care more about rank as opposed to what Yale offered. Judge Calabresi advises that this change caused the admissions committee to look more closely at applications and determine who wanted to be at Yale for reasons other than rank. The result was that more students were admitted with 175 LSAT scores as opposed to 180 LSAT scores. But Yale can afford this type of flexibility. A 175
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LSAT score is still within the top .4% of all scores. The quality assessment / peer review category has also held Yale at number one for 33 years.

iii. Placement Success (20%)

Placement success accounts for 20% of a law school’s total rank. Placement success includes the employment rate upon graduation, the employment rate 10 months after graduation, and the bar passage rate. Placement success is important because a legal job suggests that the law school and the student have achieved something tangible and potentially meaningful with regards to employment.

But this criterion fails to account for the satisfaction one experiences in their legal job. Graduates from top law schools are more likely to enter an NLJ 250 BigLaw position (considered the “best” BigLaw firms by the National Law Journal) than their lower ranked counterparts. The National Association for Law Placement recently found that only 1% of entry-level BigLaw associates leave their firms by the end of their first year of practice. But 37% of BigLaw associates quit their firms by the end of their third year of practice and just under 80% of BigLaw associates leave their firms before completing five years of practice. This issue is shielded from current students because US News only considers graduate employment 10 months post-graduation.
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iv. Faculty Resources (15%)

Faculty resources make up 15% of a law school’s total score and consist of sub-elements such as expenditures per student and library resources. Expenditures per student is problematic because the criteria are based upon “spending per student” as opposed to “how those resources are spent.”¹³⁹ Research has consistently shown that how people spend their money is more important than how much money they spend.¹⁴⁰ Law school is no different. It is more important to law students how resources are spent than how much resources are spent.

Yet former law school deans admit that that they felt pressure to spend money to increase in the US News rank. Jesse Choper, who served as Dean of Berkeley from 1982 – 92, advises that one of the biggest challenges of being Dean was finding ways to spend money to maintain or elevate in the US News rank.¹⁴¹ Professor Choper states that he was always looking for more money from alumni.¹⁴² Professor Choper states that, “there was always room for funding” and “it didn’t matter” what the funds were being used for.¹⁴³ John Costonis, who served as Dean of Vanderbilt from 1985 – 96, states that if his law school were to drop 10 places in the US News rank, he would “beat up” the University President in an effort to obtain more money to spend.¹⁴⁴

Library resources is another sub-element of faculty resources that fails. An element that goes into the US News rank is the number of books in a law school’s library.¹⁴⁵ But what does counting books tell us about success or happiness? Law library enthusiasts have hinted that the
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need for books has decreased because now “everything is available” online. Students from Harvard Law School have confessed that they have “never used the library” for their research and have conducted their coursework “at home on Westlaw, in… pajamas.” A law student simply has no interest in the number of books in their institution’s library.

Part #3: Revamping US News

Revamping the US News ranking system is not easy. Opinions held by former and current law school deans are inconsistent. Dean Hasl thinks that more emphasis should be placed on selectivity at the expense of peer review. An anonymous dean argues that more emphasis should be placed on peer review at the expense of selectivity. University of California – Davis Dean Kevin Johnson is not sure of a ranking algorithm, but he feels that less weight should be given to selectivity. Professor Reinstein states that a second ranking system should be created to compete with US News. But professor Reinstein concedes that the new system would have minimal impact because the popularity of US News. Robert Morse of US News hung-up when attempts were made to get his opinion. Below is the proposed solution to improve the quality of the law school experience:
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i. **Placement Success Must Have “Satisfaction Assessment” As a Sub-Category**

Placement success must be reorganized to incorporate a sub-element called “satisfaction assessment.” Whereas placement success only measures employment within 10 months of graduation, “satisfaction assessment” could observe employment within 5 years of graduation to determine if the attorney has remained with their initial firm. Research has shown that dissatisfied workers leave their organizations while satisfied workers remain. Limiting “satisfaction assessment” to one year is not enough because the first year of a new job is considered the “honeymoon” period consisting of new work. Limiting “satisfaction assessment” to 3 years would also be misleading since many BigLaw associates unhappily remain at their firm for several years to pay debt. Allowing too much time to pass could also be deceptive because long-tenured employees often become “less mobile” due to family obligations. Extending “satisfaction assessment” to 5 years would allow entering students to assess how happy an attorney is with their initial firm. Additionally, including “satisfaction assessment” as a sub-category within placement success would reward law schools that assist in both employment and occupational happiness.

Madeline Smanik was asked to e-mail Robert Morse to see if a category like “satisfaction assessment” could be added to the *US News* methodology. Morse informed Smanik that “satisfaction assessment” will not be added to the algorithm because *US News* only uses “objective, measurable data.” But current *US News* factors such as quality assessment / peer review are not
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objective measurable data any more than self-described professional satisfaction. Morse told Smanik that the current structure of the placement success factor is “the best available data for measuring students’ career success” upon graduation.162

ii. Quality Assessment / Peer Review Should Include the Professor Evaluations of Law Students

The quality assessment / peer review category should include a sub-category in which law students evaluate their classes and, to a greater degree, their professors. This evaluation would be in conjunction with the review that practicing lawyers, judges, and deans already submit to *US News*. Current law school evaluations focus on assessing the quality of legal education and allow students to submit ideas for instructional improvement.163 American law students spend more than 30,000 hours each academic year providing evaluations for their courses.164 If a single person worked forty-hour weeks to do all those evaluations, the task would take at least fifteen years to complete.165 Yet the current structure of the *US News* does not consider law student evaluations at all.166 Dean Hasl agrees with the implementation of student course evaluations in the *US News* algorithm because it provides a more balanced assessment through the eyes of those who are actually receiving the education.167 Dean Hasl additionally states that the current structure of the quality assessment / peer review category is limiting because it only surveys practicing lawyers, judges, and deans who are “out of touch” with evaluating the educational quality of a law school.168
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There are flaws with using student evaluations within the quality assessment / peer review category. One problem is that many evaluations are used as a weapon for students against professors.\textsuperscript{169} Law students will often leave “harassing” comments in their evaluations due to course difficulty of because of racial, gender, and political biases.\textsuperscript{170} Another flaw is that students may intentionally rate their professors as superb to elevate in the \textit{US News} rank. But this problem is no different than the current quality assessment / peer review algorithm because law school deans may purposefully submit a poor evaluation of a rival school to elevate their \textit{US News} position. Many law students currently believe that their evaluations are inconsequential and ignored when it comes to poor teaching and faculty improvement.\textsuperscript{171} Having evaluations matter as to the \textit{US News} ranking algorithm would allow students’ voices to be heard while at the same time forcing schools to ensure that the finest professors are providing instruction.

\textit{iii. Faculty Resources Should Be Changed to How Well Law School Staff Assist Students in Obtaining Legal Jobs That Make Them Happy}

Revamping the faculty resources category is necessary to improve to quality of legal education. Robert Morse hints that faculty resources is currently defective.\textsuperscript{172} When questioned about why the number of law school books are considered in the \textit{US News} metrics, Morse states “[w]e’re looking for other measures of faculty quality and until we find them that is still a relatively good indicator of faculty resources.”\textsuperscript{173} Faculty resources should focus on law school staff communicating with students to assist them in obtaining a job that would make them happy. Placement offices currently focus on assisting students obtain positions in BigLaw, large public
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interest firms, or government agencies.\textsuperscript{174} Career offices make little or no effort to expose students to firms that do not come to campus.\textsuperscript{175} This practice shields students from being exposed to areas of law which may interest them. The \textit{Law School Admissions Counsel} acknowledges that students may not know which area of law they want to practice by putting a self-assessment quiz on their own website.\textsuperscript{176}

Students do not know about the opportunities outside the firms invited to participate at on-campus interviewing. Law students at some top institutions often have 300 employers arrive at their campus for interviewing, which seems like a large number. But these employers only represent 1\% of the legal employers in America. A vicious cycle has unfortunately developed where students are misguided by their own schools into a professional area they unknowingly do not want.


Improving the quality of legal education requires a fifth \textit{US News} factor. The fifth factor should rank law schools based upon which institutions have the lowest tuition. The logic is simple: (1) recent law school graduates are unhappy in BigLaw; (2) these graduates went to BigLaw because they have large debt due to expensive law schools; (3) law schools are expensive because they are staffed by highly paid full-time professors; (4) relying on adjuncts would reduce tuition, debt, and the gravitation to BigLaw, thereby increasing happiness; and (5) to ensure that law

\textsuperscript{175} Id.
schools are relying on adjunct instructors, a fifth factor can be added to the *US News* rankings called “lowest tuition.”

i. **Law School Graduates Are Unhappy in BigLaw**

BigLaw is enticing because of the large starting salaries. The median starting salary for a BigLaw associate as of January 2019 was $155,000 per year.\(^\text{177}\) The median starting salary for an attorney overall in 2017 was $70,000 per year.\(^\text{178}\) The median household income in the United States of America in 2017 was just $61,372 per year.\(^\text{179}\) This means that entry level BigLaw associates are making 2 times more than the average attorney and more than 2.5 as much as the average household in the United States. But, as the beginning of this paper explains, the majority of these BigLaw associates are unhappy.

ii. **Law School Graduates Go into BigLaw in Order to Service Large Debts from Expensive Law Schools**

Debt forces new graduates into BigLaw. Law school graduates undertook an average of $112,000 in student loan debt in 2017.\(^\text{180}\) The average amount of debt a law school graduate undertook in 1998 was just under $80,000.\(^\text{181}\) The average student loan debt a law school graduate undertook from a tier-1 law school in 1971 was only $3,100.\(^\text{182}\) Some may argue that a lower tuition would be offset by a lower BigLaw salary and the principle of inflation. But since the mid-


\(^\text{180}\) Kowarski, *supra* note 7.


1980s, private law school tuition has increased by 155.8% in inflation-adjusted terms, while public law school tuition has increased by 428.2%.\textsuperscript{183}

Law professors agree that student debt is an issue for recent law school graduates. Professor David Rudovsky has taught at the University of Pennsylvania Law School since 1972 and he advises that students are being “forced into BigLaw today unlike ever before in order to service large debts.”\textsuperscript{184} Professor Alan Dershowitz, an instructor at Harvard Law School since 1963, states that “soaring debt” represents a problem with recent law school graduates.\textsuperscript{185}

iii. Law School is Expensive Because of Highly Paid Full-Time Professors

The rise in law school tuition is due to the cost of full-time highly paid professors. Full-time law professors are now making as much as $188,000 per year.\textsuperscript{186} This figure is staggering considering that the number of faculty at law schools grew from 12,200 in 1998 to 17,080 in 2008.\textsuperscript{187} This influx accounted for a 48% increase in law school tuition from 1998 to 2008.\textsuperscript{188} Part of this issue is influenced by \textit{US News}, which considers student-to-faculty ratio when computing rank.\textsuperscript{189} The average student-to-faculty ratio at ABA-accredited law schools was 29:1 in 1978.\textsuperscript{190} This number stood at only 14.7:1 during the early 2000s.\textsuperscript{191} Researchers Ronald Cass and John
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Garvey argue that law schools will make an effort to hire more full-time faculty “regardless of their effect on educational quality” to increase their *US News* rank.\(^\text{192}\)

Even worse is that a growing number of full-time law professors have little or no experience practicing as attorneys.\(^\text{193}\) The average time a full-time professor in the United States spent practicing law is just 3.8 years.\(^\text{194}\) Tier-1 students suffer from this lack of “real-world” teaching more than students from lower-ranked law schools. While full-time law professors at schools outside the top 25 spent an average of 3.7 years practicing law, full-time professors at schools within the top 25 only spent an average of 1.4 years practicing law.\(^\text{195}\) This is frightening considering that it takes 4 years for an associate to acquire the skills necessary to run their own cases.\(^\text{196}\) The issue is not going away. Yale Law School now has a Ph.D. in law program to “prepare J.D. graduates for careers as legal scholars and teachers.”\(^\text{197}\) There is no requirement that graduates have been admitted to practice as attorneys.\(^\text{198}\) This has resulted in more professors without the requisite level of practical experience to be able to guide students.\(^\text{199}\)

Some argue the influx of full-time law faculty has a positive impact on the quality of legal education. Professors well-versed in the theoretical practice of law are arguably the best equipped to teach students how to analyze cases, think critically, and state their ideas orally and in writing.\(^\text{200}\)


\(^{195}\) Id.

\(^{196}\) Jones, supra note 136.


But tuition has increased at law schools in part because more money has been funding professor scholarship. The total number of law review articles published in 1990 was 4,255.201 That number doubled to 9,856 in 2010.202 This movement has sent a message to those who want tenure to focus more on scholarship than teaching.203 The effect is that professors are diverted from teaching and mentoring outside the classroom.204 This prevents students from obtaining practical knowledge which they can apply in the legal profession.205 Professor Costonis agrees, stating that “the old model of teaching: from assistant, to full-time, to tenure, is yielding.”206 Professor Costonis advises that the newer model of law school teaching is too focused on scholarship.207 Professor Choper also states that the quality of law school instruction has declined because “too much emphasis is now placed on scholarship for full-time members.”208

Law school deans have varying opinions on why there has been an increase in professor scholarship. Former Drexel University Thomas R. Kline School of Law Dean Roger Dennis attributes the increase of scholarship to the *US News* rank.209 Professor Dennis states that law school deans focus on which schools have “premier scholarship” when sending their peer review forms to *US News*.210 The administrative law school culture thus aims toward achieving that premier level of scholarship.211 Professor Reinstein states that professor-based scholarship has become the culture of all platforms of academia.212 Professor Reinstein states that teaching
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positions have become so difficult to obtain that scholarship is now the avenue that instructors use to stand out. But Professor Reinstein has found in his fifty years of teaching that the instructors who are most invested in their scholarship are those that “have no clue how to teach.”

Worse yet is that law professors have been criticized for scholarship that does not contribute to the legal field and is out of touch with lawyering. The focus on scholarship has created pressure on professors to allocate more of their time toward legal research as opposed to teaching. Students’ tuition dollars are consequently being used to pay for the continuously increasing non-teaching work of professors. The effect is that students are being forced into a BigLaw position in an effort to service their debt, and they are doing this without guidance because their professors do not have practical skills or are working on research as opposed to their students.

**iv. More Adjuncts Would Increase Happiness Among Law School Graduates**

Happiness can be improved if law schools relied more on adjuncts. Tuition would decrease dramatically. An adjunct law professor’s stipend is around $3,000 per course. Adjuncts are also judges, in-house lawyers, partners, and senior associates. Adjunct faculty members would fill the practical void that full-time professors simply cannot fill. The American Bar Association states that adjuncts are excellent instructors because they “add to the optimal mix” and are able to
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“combine the theoretical with the practical.” Adjunct professors also serve as informal advisors. Their experience and interest in a unique area of law expose students to realms outside of BigLaw.

The perception among law professors is that the number of adjuncts has increased. Adjuncts have increased because the law has grown. So many areas of law now exist that specialized people with experience are required to teach complicated sectors. Interviews were conducted with 12 professors who have taught at their school for at least forty years to get their opinions on whether adjuncts have increased. The goal was to get the opinion of a professor who had the experience to look back at their career and provide a truly reflective answer. See Table #1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Law School</th>
<th>Tenure</th>
<th>Years Teaching</th>
<th>Has Adjunct Faculty Increased?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guido Calabresi</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>1959 – Present</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Increased223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Brill</td>
<td>Chicago-Kent</td>
<td>1961 – 2019 (deceased)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Increased224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Choper</td>
<td>Berkeley</td>
<td>1965 – Present</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Increased225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted St. Antoine</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>1965 – Present</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Unsure226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Crawford</td>
<td>LSU</td>
<td>1966 – Present</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Increased227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Reinstein</td>
<td>Temple</td>
<td>1969 – Present</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Increased228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Several professors support their opinions with facts. Mr. Badger states that the number of adjunct faculty members at the University of Chicago Law School was only 4 in 1980. The number of adjunct faculty at Chicago was 50 in 2018. Professor Brill states that there were only 3 adjunct professors at Chicago-Kent College of Law in 1961. That number has increased to 40 as of 2018. Professor Choper states that “it is perfectly clear” that the number of adjunct faculty at Berkeley has increased since he began teaching in 1965. Professor John Varat advises that the amount of adjunct instructors at UCLA has “increased dramatically” since he began teaching at the school in 1976. Professor Robert Rabin of Stanford Law School says it best when he states “I’m quite certain you’d find that [increased adjuncts] is the case at all leading law schools.”

Some law schools have taken measures to prevent adjunct faculty from increasing. Judge Calabresi at Yale states that that the number of adjuncts had increased so much that the law school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Rabin</td>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>1970 – Present</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Badger</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>1971 – Present</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Clark</td>
<td>Rutgers</td>
<td>1972 – Present</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Rudovsky</td>
<td>Penn</td>
<td>1972 – Present</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Varat</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
<td>1976 – Present</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Gillers</td>
<td>NYU</td>
<td>1978 – Present</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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created a policy that the number adjuncts could not exceed a percentage based off the number of full-time professors. Judge Calabresi advises that this policy is still in effect at Yale. Judge Calabresi advises that the logic behind this policy was to “ensure that Yale Law School was not trying to cut costs and save money by relying on adjunct professors.” A consequence of this policy was that more money was spent on full-time faculty members to counter a mere perception. The effect is that tuition rises, debt loads are increased, and a BigLaw position is forced upon students, leading to unhappiness.

v. “Lowest Tuition” Should Be the Fifth US News Factor

Large debt forces law school graduates into BigLaw. BigLaw makes law school graduates unhappy. The logic is simple. Adjunct professors must become the primary ingredient in delivering legal education. Tuition would decrease dramatically. What better way to assess whether law schools are following this roadmap than to include “lowest tuition” as the fifth factor in the US News. Law schools would be forced to compete over who can hire the most adjunct professors to guide students. The updated quality assessment / peer review category (which includes student evaluations of professors) would also assist in determining if the newly implemented fifth US News factor works. Evaluation comparisons can be made between schools with high and low numbers of adjuncts to see which students are more satisfied with their law school experience

The process for incorporating “lowest tuition” as the fifth US News factor must be accomplished through attrition. Once a law professor earns tenure, they have virtually unrivaled job security. As the chart above reflects, tenured professors may enjoy a career than spans
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upwards of 60 years. But the change needs to start somewhere considering the increasingly high level of unhappiness among law school graduates. The incorporation of a fifth *US News* factor that considers “lowest tuition” can only increase professional satisfaction while at the same time improve the quality of legal education.

---

**Part #5: Conclusion**

Graduates from top-tier law schools are finding themselves unhappy in their professional life. Research implies that this unhappiness stems from a BigLaw position that was forced upon them due to high debt. This can be remedied by having law schools rely more upon adjunct professors. Adjuncts would decrease tuition, reduce the need for graduates to enter BigLaw, and provide students with a better education. The perfect way to assess whether a law school is following this roadmap towards graduate happiness is to determine whether the school’s tuition is decreasing. More adjuncts coupled with less highly-paid full-time professors requires a reduction in tuition. “Lowest tuition” should therefore become a fifth factor in the *US News* methodology.

So, *US News*, here is a guide to fixing the problem. The interviews have been done. The research had been completed. The roadmap has been created. Why not force schools to compete with each other over meaningful categories that ultimately lead to greater professional satisfaction? Equally important, why not improve the quality of legal education? Attempts to have the above questions answered by *US News* were mostly unsuccessful; such lack of transparency is revealing.

A final recommendation for *US News* is to implement yearly feedback procedures on the revamped algorithm from those who experience the rankings firsthand. For decades, *US News* has
acted opaque through anonymity and deafly through ignorance. All along, *US News* should have been robustly soliciting feedback from law school students, graduates, professors, and deans. The truth has now been revealed by 16 current and former law school deans with a cumulative total of 215 years of experience. We have seen this story before. When Toto pulls back the curtain and Dorothy sees the hapless Wizard of Oz, the “Wizard” yells in vain, “pay no attention to the man behind the curtain.”246 The hapless “Wizard” is the current structure of the *US News*. If *US News* makes changes to their algorithm, whether in response to this paper or otherwise, they should implement such robust feedback procedures. This would result in the revamped algorithm being improved on a yearly basis through honest and practical dialogue. We’re not in Kansas anymore.247
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